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Beaded Turquoise Jewelry wholesale at 86beads.com store

86Beads.com wholesales fashionable beaded turquoise jewelry at affordable prices online. Wholesale
beads include turquoises, corals, pearl beads, lapis lazuli beads, agate etc.

Oct. 16, 2008 - PRLog -- If you want show yourself , how could you forget the jewelry? Jewelry is always
the most precious and dearest treasure. Many people want to own fine jewelry , New turquoise beaded
jewelry with elegant designs available for October at 86beads.com. 86Beads.com,Inc are one of the biggest
Wholesale Beads & Jewelry Store in China. The company devote to design and produce kinds of
fashionable jewelry. they combine advanced craft and outstanding design element ,choosing natural
material, every piece of jewelry is unique, including turquoise jewelry, turquoise beads and so on. In these
years, 86Beads.com,Inc jewelry has received market recognition based on its confirmed high quality and
favorable price. 

Mr Wu, creative director at 86beads.com ,Inc, notes that there is a strong bohemian influence in this series.
One necklace, TN028 the antique beaded turquoise necklace consists of 12mm blue turquoise beads, 8mm
lapis lazuli beads and 8-9mm lavender purple freshwater pearl, ended with silver plated round push-in
clasp, displays the exquisite and elegant . it adopt current European, design , for man's pursuit of elegant
life, with the best materials. every piece expresses the ideas of the beauty, it looks very fashion . the color is
very popular in this year , The jewelry also that impress the public by the delicacy of the product and their
rich variety of decorative detail. A combination of arts and life being fleshed out by fantastic imagination of
designers at the turquoise jewelry series. 
Yet the baroque shape makes the jewelry irresistible and fun. Explains Wu, "It's the sort of design you can
wear with a pair of jeans and a parada bustier. It's just a little daring, The artistic shape is distinctive, setting
you apart from the crowd. Believe it does provide you with an enjoyable lifestyle. Wearing the jewelry, you
can highlight your taste. "
Other designs in the fine turquoise jewelry and  turquoise beads series, include turquoise strung on strands
of richly color, Wu says, "This type of jewelry is preppy, it show the multi-talented creative spirit,
fantastical, magical creations innovations ,revel in and play out their characters of mischievous sprites and
bewitching fairies. Wu personally chooses some jewelry to special recommend .?ncluding  10*30mm
 white  faceted  turquoise beads strand.,TN033 double rows necklace of 7-8mm white button pearl and
4mm turquoise beads  Explains Wu, "Each jewelry is unique, a craft of art.,it embody the luxury goods that
offers a delightful shape and color. 

About 86beads.com,Inc: 86beads.com,Inc's website is http://www.86beads.com/. For more beads and
jewelry information, welcome to visit the website.

# # #

86beads specializes in importing and selling wholesale beads, clasps & toggles,
More info visit http://www.86beads.com/

--- End ---

Source wholesale beads
City/Town Guangzhou
State/Province Guangdong
Zip 510000
Country China
Industry
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